Dogville in Hamsterdam
Vancouver’s downtown east side in late 
is the setting for A J’s Bohemian period
Illustration by Jason Botkin

Room for rent. Available now! Illegal residency in commercially-zoned, th-ﬂoor loft
with over , sq ft of open, unﬁnished ﬂoor space! Room ﬁts a double bed and has
two large, glass-free windows with incredible views of the inside of the loft. Shared
live/work space with three live in roommates and a rotating cast of about a dozen
artists. Great workspace for painting, sculpting, fashion design, photography and
printmaking. Amenities include dark room, studio space and coﬃn/guest room.
No stove, crack adjacent. Ideal roommate is artistically inclined, open-minded and
comfortable lying to ﬁre marshals. Call now!
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austerity is the Downtown East Side: a once
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a second-ﬂoor design studio; and a third-ﬂoor

the abandonment of the department store and
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at minimal cost and who don’t mind working

e loft itself was managed by Ronan Boyle,
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Including myself, there were four permanent


residents in this day-to-day panopticon. e

loft as you never felt like you were running out

room next to mine was taken up by Kevin,
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a painter and model-maker for whom time

yield endless surprises, but after the ﬁrst few

had stopped somewhere around , and
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even then seemed nostalgic for the decade
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least the most dedicated to it. e other two

Reg’s band often played gigs around the

permanent residents were Reg, a musician,

downtown east side. ey were a live act
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seemingly intent on revealing the maximum

loft longer than anyone: a claim that became
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more impressive when I learned that he was
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several years my junior, and had probably been
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largest private area in the loft, with a bedroom

Isabella Rosselini in Blue Velvet that sounded

and a semi-enclosed living area that doubled as

like danceﬂoor renditions of the theme music

storage for an incredible horde of photographic

from Terminator . ere are probably not many

equipment and mixing boards.

variations on the way human beings are awoken

Hoarding was easy to get away with in the

at am by the repetitious bellowing of ‘


  ’ so I should probably count

high life. An added bonus was never being certain

myself lucky that my experience with it occurred

to whom you might come home, and what they

only through song.

may be working on. On one memorable evening,

On the subject of being awoken at am, the

I walked in on a veritable factory in preparation

loft kept no promises of a good night’s sleep.

for an upcoming gallery show in which a dozen

I would often fall asleep at am to be awoken

local artists were altering wood panel prints of

an hour later by the sound of an entire bar’s

dumpsters in their own individual style. ere

worth of people funnelling up the staircase to

was a wide range of styles present, though most

continue their party at our place. On a Tuesday

everyone tended to veer towards having a wry

no less. Most Vancouver bars close around

and satirical bent. It was an enviable gathering of

midnight, so the quest for after-hours parties

amicable weirdoes.

would involve exhaustive treasure maps and secret

Despite enjoying the company and the

handshakes. Our loft would often be on such

atmosphere, I’m not sure how well I could

treasure maps. After-hours alcohol was among

ﬁt in with the loft lifestyle. I was more of a

the illegal substances that could be purchased

digital vagabond than a true Bohemian, and I’d

in the alley across the street. When woken at

occasionally feel more like a reporter than an

ungodly hours by a party’s sudden eruption I

artisan. e majority of my work was done at

usually did the sensible thing: I’d join in, socialize

my laptop, although I did make use of the space

and drink until I could sleep through the noise.

in sparse bursts, building sets for short ﬁlms

My favourite loft nights were more low key,

and using parts of it as a photography studio.

with the extended family of artists that worked

Regardless, it was a perfect spot to spend what

in the loft bringing a few friends to paint and

seemed like a necessary limbo period of my life.

enjoy a few beers. e ability to talk about art and

Bohemia, for many, is not an end goal but an

culture with people who were talented and knew

in-between. It is the land of the undecided and

their shit, was was the lofty highlight of the loft

the aspiring. Impermanence and transience are


among its most important qualities.

city unsentimental about its older buildings.

While I’m ﬁne with having paid my dues

e feeling was never absent that I was a

to such a lifestyle, my current fear – given the

participant in a unique time as well as a unique

changing face of the neighborhood – is that

space. e true Bohemians live in the process of

the space itself may soon become as much of a

romanticizing their present. It is a sculpting of

memory as my time there. e Chinese sisters

nostalgia in which any present misery takes a back

will get their asking price and Vancouver is a

seat to the beauty of the story it will make.



